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David Goldsmith - Biography

David Goldsmith is President and Co-founder of the Goldsmith Organization (New York and Hong Kong),
a consulting firm servicing executive clients worldwide in commerce, nonprofits, governments, militaries,
and education; Co-founder of Buzd, LLC (San Francisco), a firm in which he is a patent holder for
technological applications and products related to artificial intelligence, cell phone applications, battery
technologies, and consumer products; Co-founder of ecosystem.AI (San Francisco), a predictive analytics
and visualization company that finds hidden value in market and organizational complexity relation-ships
through identified patterns and spatial trends to reveal how business and organizational ecosystems
change over time; Co-founder and Partner with Jay Abraham of Intellectual Capital Investors (Los
Angeles), an equity-alliance based exponential growth business stimulator that drives rapid, notable
organizational growth and profitability; Co-founder and CEO of TymSync, Inc. (San Diego), a patentedcellphone technology company; Chief Officer of Strategy for N2 (New York), a company specializing in
SuperGrid and IOT technology for use in advanced smart city development for the future; Founder of the
Project Moon Hut Foundation and Project Leader of the global social movement, Project Moon Hut/The
Age of Infinite, a four-year effort with NASA (Silicon Valley) to improve life on Earth through the
accelerated development of an earth-and-space based ecosystem; and an adviser and stakeholder in
several cutting-edge startups from around the world.
David is the recipient of the Hollywood Producers’ first ever Global Visionary Disruptor Award for his work
with the Project Moon Hut Foundation. In addition, Hollywood Producers also awarded David and Lorrie
Goldsmith for their book, Paid to THINK: A Leader’s Toolkit for Redefining Your Future, a work for which
David has earned comparisons to Peter Drucker, the father of modern-day management. Considered by
some to be the “Thought Leaders’ Thought Leader”, he is known for replacing common leadership
thinking with bold, proven, and sometimes counter-intuitive approaches to address challenges and
opportunities for leaders in their professional, public, and personal roles.
David has received awards and accolades for his entrepreneurial achievements in a range of different
industries. During his twelve years of professorate at New York University, he received the university’s
Excellence in Teaching Award. He was also named by Meetings Magazine as one of its 26 Hottest
Speakers for his ability to deliver transformational and engaging “Consulting from the Stage” programs
and spoke for the Wharton School of Business an unprecedented five consecutive years. His content is
drawn from the depth and diversity of 30 years of business and organizational experience as a practicing
businessperson, consultant, and adviser to a global client base. His teachings produce “I’ve-neverthought-of-it-that-way” perspectives from leaders across multiple platforms, industries, and
environments.
Though David travels over 300,000 miles annually to work with CEOs, presidents, and CXOs of
organizations such as Maersk, Dole, Infosys, Wipro, Aetna, Accenture, Lufthansa, and more, David does
not subscribe to an all-work and no-play lifestyle. Whether he’s furthering his skills as a black belt in Tae

Kwon Do, improving as a student pilot, experiencing a new culture with “locals” as a world traveler,
designing and building his own furniture, skiing, drawing, painting, and sculpting, spending time with
family, or helping new friends and old, those closest to David attest that he embodies the promise on the
cover of Paid to THINK to Achieve More, Earn More, and Live More.
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